SITE LAYOUTS

INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE WITH Sonny's Consulting

1-800-327-8723 www.sonnysdirect.com/onewash
**SITE LAYOUTS**

### Mini 43ft Express
- **Property Area:** 14,125 sq. ft.
- **Up To 50 Cars Per Hour**

### Mini 43ft C-Store
- **Property Area:** 45,900 sq. ft.
- **Up To 50 Cars Per Hour**
Xtreme Xpress Mini Tunnel

Sample Xtreme Xpress Layouts
Start Your Planning at SonnysDirect.com

Mini 50ft Express
Property Area:
45,900 sq. ft.

35 feet
50 cars per hour

Xtreme Throughput
50+ clean, dry, shiny cars per hour lets you capitalize on spikes in volume without slowing production.

Xtreme Size
Requires only 35-feet of bay space. Exclusive shallow pit conveyor and reduced electrical load requirements makes in-bay retrofits easy and affordable.

Xtreme Profit
Standard triple foam, total body protectant, and tire dressing application lets you increase dollar-per-car revenue without slowing production.

Watch new case studies online and subscribe to our YouTube channel
YouTube /sonnyscarwashfactory

www.sonnysdirect.com/onewash
SONNY’S 125-EDT
Exterior Detail Hybrid Tunnel System
INCLUDED
Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
Up To 140 Cars Per Hour!

SONNY’S 100-MT
Hybrid Tunnel System
OPTIONAL
Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
Up To 120 Cars Per Hour!

SONNY’S 80-EDT
Exterior Detail Tunnel System
INCLUDED
Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
Up To 90 Cars Per Hour!

SONNY’S 60-EDT
Exterior Detail Hybrid Tunnel System
INCLUDED
Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
Up To 70 Cars Per Hour!
Fleet-o-Matic Tunnel Systems
Drive Through Car Washes with Electric Drive

FOM 300D 3-Touch Drive Through
High Volume, Up To 55 Cars Per Hour!

FOM 500D 5-Touch Drive Through
High Volume, Up To 55 Cars Per Hour!

FOM 700D 5-Touch Drive Through
High Volume, Up To 55 Cars Per Hour!

FOM 300TB 3-Touch w/ Top Brush
High Volume, Up To 55 Cars Per Hour!
Sonny’s Vacuum
Canopy Systems

**Overview:**
SONNY’S Vacuum Canopy is the perfect solution to all your vacuuming needs. It’s simple design allows for easy installation and maintenance. Customers will have easy access to your vacuum stations and will be sheltered from harsh elements. The boom design keeps hoses securely off the ground providing better access to both sides of the vehicle and reducing wear and tear. Choose from different boom styles, canopy colors, drop kits, attachments and piping.

Longer boom reach makes it even easier to vacuum cargo areas.
28 Vacuum Post Boom Layout

10 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

2 - 9 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

19 Vacuum Boom Layout

10 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

9 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up
**SITE LAYOUTS**

**16 Vacuum Boom Layout**

- 7 Drop: Requires **15HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up
- 9 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy

**14 Vacuum Boom Layout**

- 6 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up
- 8 Drop: Requires **10HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy
Vacuum Layouts

9 Vacuum Boom Layout
9 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy

2 Vacuum Boom Layout
2 Drop: Requires 10HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy

Let there be light!

Linear LED design for uniform lighting

BENDABLE DIRECT WIRE 110V
Eight **Powerful** Solutions.
All in **One** Place.

---

**Consulting** | **College** | **Equipment** | **Vacuums** | **Controls** | **Marketing** | **Chemistry** | **Parts**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
**INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE** | **MASTER YOUR TRADE** | **WASH MORE CARS** | **SET IT AND FORGET IT** | **DRIVE BUSINESS FORWARD** | **WIN EVERY CUSTOMER** | **MAKE CARS SHINE** | **KEEP ON WASHING**

---

**The Tunnel Experts™**